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\textbf{Abstract}
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\section{1. Introduction}

To date, visual information is widely used to improve speech perception or automatic speech recognition (lipreading) (Potamianos et al., 2003). With lipreading technique, speech can be understood by interpreting the movements of lips, face and tongue. In spoken languages, a particular facial and lip shape corresponds to a specific sound (phoneme). However, this relationship is not one-to-one and many phonemes share the same facial and lip shape (visemes). It is impossible, therefore to distinguish phonemes using visual information alone.

Without knowing the semantic context, one cannot perceive the speech thoroughly even with high lipreading performances. To date, the best lip readers are far away into reaching perfection. On average, only 40 to 60\% of the vowels of a given language (American English) are recognized by lipreading (Montgomery and Jackson, 1983), and 32\% when relating to low-predicted words (Nicholls and Ling, 1982). The best result obtained amongst deaf participants was 43.6\% for the average accuracy (Auer and Bernstein, 2007; Bernstein et al., 2007).

The main reason for this lies in the ambiguity of the visual pattern. However, as far as the orally educated deaf people are concerned, the act of lipreading remains the main modality of perceiving speech.

To overcome the problems of lipreading and to improve the reading abilities of profoundly deaf children, Cornett (Cornett, 1967) developed in 1967 the Cued Speech system to complement the lip information and make all phonemes of a spoken language clearly visible. As many sounds look identical on face/lips (e.g., /p/, /b/, and /m/), using hand information those sounds can be distinguished and thus make possible for deaf people to completely understand a spoken language using visual information only.

Cued Speech (also referred to as Cued Language (Fleetwood and Metzger, 1998)) uses hand shapes placed in different positions near the face along with natural speech lipreading to enhance speech perception from visual input. This is a system where the speaker faces the perceive and moves his hand in close relation with speech. The hand, held flat and oriented
Figure 1: Hand shapes for consonants (top) and hand position (bottom) for vowels in French Cued Speech.

so that the back of the hand faces the perceiver, is a cue that corresponds to a unique phoneme when associated with a particular lip shape. A manual cue in this system contains two components: the hand shape and the hand position relative to the face. Hand shapes distinguish among consonant phonemes whereas hand positions distinguish among vowel phonemes. A hand shape, together with a hand position, cues a syllable.

Cued Speech improves the speech perception of deaf people (Nicholls and Ling, 1982; Uchanski et al., 1994). Moreover, for deaf people who have been exposed to this mode since their youth, it offers a complete representation of the phonological system, and therefore it has a positive impact on the language development (Leybaert, 2000). Fig. 1 describes the complete system for French. In French Cued Speech, eight hand shapes in five positions are used. The system was adapted from American English to French in 1977. To date, Cued Speech has been adapted in more than 60 languages.

Another widely used communication method for deaf individuals is the Sign Language (Dreuw et al., 2007; Ong and Ranganath, 2005). Sign Language is a language with its own grammar, syntax and community; however, one must be exposed to native and/or fluent users of Sign Language to acquire it. Since the majority of children who are deaf or hard-of-hearing have hearing parents (90%), these children usually have limited access to appropriate Sign Language models. Cued Speech is a visual representation of a spoken language, and it was developed to help raise the literacy levels of deaf individuals. Cued Speech was not developed to replace Sign Language. In fact, Sign Language will be always a part of deaf community. On the other hand, Cued Speech is an alternative communication method for deaf individuals. By cueing, children who are deaf would have a way to easily acquire the native home language, read and write proficiently, and communicate more easily with hearing family members who cue them.

In the current study, the authors demonstrate that visible gestures are as discriminant as audible orofacial gestures. Phoneme recognition and isolated word recognition experiments were conducted using data from a normal-hearing cuer, and promising results were obtained. In addition, the proposed methods were applied to a deaf cuer and similar results were obtained compared with automatic recognition of Cued Speech in normal-hearing subjects.

In the first attempt for vowel recognition in Cued Speech, in (Aboutabit et al., 2007) a method based on separate identification, i.e., indirect decision fusion was used and a 77.6% vowel accuracy was obtained. In this study, however, the proposed method is based on HMMs and uses concatenative feature fusion and multi-stream HMM decision fusion to integrate the components into a combined one and then perform automatic recognition. Fusion (Nefian et al., 2002; Hennecke et al., 1996; Adjoudani and Benoit, 1996) is the integration of all available single modality streams into a combined one. In this study, lip shape and hand components are combined in order to realize automatic recognition in Cued Speech for French.

2. Methodology

2.1. Cued Speech Materials

The data for vowel-, consonant-, and phoneme recognition experiments were collected from a normal-hearing cuer. The female native French speaker employed for data recording was certified in transliteration speech into Cued Speech in the French language. She regularly cues in schools. The cuer wore a helmet to keep her head in a fixed position and opaque glasses to protect her eyes against glare from the halogen floodlight. The cuer’s lips were painted blue, and blue marks were marked on her glasses as reference points. These constraints were applied in recordings in order to control the data and facilitate the extraction of accurate features (see (Aboutabit et al., view) for details). The data were derived from a video recording of the cuer pronouncing and coding in Cued Speech a set of 262 French sentences. The sentences (composed of low predicted multi-syllabic words) were derived from a corpus that was dedicated to Cued Speech synthesis (Gibert et al., 2005). Each sentence was dictated by an experimenter, and was repeated two or three times (to correct the pronunciation errors) by the cuer resulting in a set of 638 sentences.

The audio part of the video recording was synchronized with the image. Fig. 2 shows the lip shape parameters used in the study. An automatic image processing method was applied to the video frames in the lip region to extract their inner and outer
2.2. Lip shape and hand components modeling

In the phoneme recognition experiments, context-independent, 3-state, left-to-right, no-skip-phoneme HMMs were used. Each state was modeled with a mixture of 32 Gaussians. In addition to the basic lip and hand parameters, first- (∆) and second-order derivatives (∆∆) were used as well. For training and test, 426 and 212 sentences were used, respectively. The training sentences contained 3838 vowel and 4401 consonant instances, and the test sentences contained 1913 vowel and 2155 consonant instances, respectively. Vowels and consonants were extracted automatically from the data after a forced alignment was performed using the audio signal.

For isolated word recognition experiments two HMM sets were trained (deaf and normal-hearing). Fifteen repetitions of each word were used to train 50, 6-state, whole word HMMs, and 14 repetitions were used for testing. Eight and ten parameters were used for lip shape and hand shape modeling, respectively.

In automatic speech recognition, a diagonal covariance matrix is often used because of the assumption that the parameters are uncorrelated. In lipreading, however, parameters show a strong correlation. In this study, a global Principal Component Analysis (PCA) using all the training data was applied to decorrelate the lip shape parameters and then a diagonal covariance matrix was used. The test data were then projected into the PCA space. All PCA lip shape components were used for HMM training. For training and recognition the HTK3.1 toolkit (Young et al., 2001) was used.

2.3. Ordering finger landmarks

For consonant recognition, the correct hand shape is also required. Instead of a deterministic recognition of the hand shape, a probabilistic method is used based on the xy coordinates of the landmarks placed on the fingers (Fig. 3). The coordinates are used as features for the hand shape modeling. During the image processing stage, the system detects the landmarks located on the cuer’s fingers and their coordinates are computed. Since the landmarks are of the same color, the system cannot assign the coordinates to the appropriate finger in order to be used correctly (i.e., correct order) in the feature vectors. To do this, the hand shape is automatically recognized a-priori, and the information obtained is then used to assign the coordinates to the appropriate finger.

In French Cued Speech, recognition of the eight hand shapes is considered exceptional. In fact, a causal analysis based on some knowledge, such as the number and dispersion of fingers and also the angle between them, can distinguish those eight hand shapes. Based on the number of landmarks detected on fingers, the correct hand shape can be recognized. In Fig. 1 the hand shapes were numbered from left to right (i.e., S1-S8). The proposed algorithm to identify the Cued Speech hand shapes is as follows:

- Number of fingers on which landmarks are detected = 1, then the hand shape is S1.

Figure 3: The three-step algorithm applied for lip shape and gesture detection based on detection of blue objects.
2.4. Concatenative Feature Fusion

The feature concatenation uses the concatenation of the synchronous lip shape and hand features as the joint feature vector

\[ O_t^{LH} = [O_t^{LH^1}, O_t^{H^2}]^T \in \mathbb{R}^D \]  

where \( O_t^{LH} \) is the joint lip-hand feature vector, \( O_t^{LH^1} \) the lip shape feature vector, \( O_t^{H^2} \) the hand feature vector, and \( D \) the dimensionality of the joint feature vector. In vowel recognition experiments, the dimension of the lip shape stream was 24 (8 basic parameters, 8 \( \Delta \), and 8 \( \Delta \Delta \) parameters) and the dimension of the hand position stream was 12 (4 basic parameters, 4 \( \Delta \), and 4 \( \Delta \Delta \) parameters). The dimension \( D \) of the joint lip-hand position feature vectors was, therefore 36. In consonant recognition experiments, the dimension of the hand shape stream was 30 (10 basic parameters, 10 \( \Delta \), and 10 \( \Delta \Delta \) parameters). The dimension \( D \) of the joint lip-hand shape feature vectors was, therefore 54.

2.5. Multi-stream HMM decision fusion

Decision fusion captures the reliability of each stream, by combining the likelihoods of single-modality HMM classifiers. Such an approach has been used in multi-band audio only ASR (Bourlard and Dupont, 1996) and in audio-visual speech recognition (Potamianos et al., 2003). The emission likelihood of multi-stream HMM is the product of emission likelihoods of single-modality components weighted appropriately by stream weights. Given the \( O \) joint observation vector, i.e., lip shape and hand position component, the emission probability of multi-stream HMM is given by

\[ b_j(O_t) = \prod_{s=1}^{S} \sum_{m=1}^{M} c_{j m} N(O; \mu_{j m}, \Sigma_{j m}) \lambda_s \]  

where \( N(O; \mu, \Sigma) \) is the value in \( O \) of a multivariate Gaussian with mean \( \mu \) and covariance matrix \( \Sigma \), and \( S \) the number of streams. For each stream \( s \), \( M_s \) Gaussians in a mixture are used, with each weighted with \( c_{j m} \). The contribution of each stream is weighted by \( \lambda_s \). In this study, we assume that the stream weights do not depend on state \( j \) and time \( t \), as happen in the general case of multi-stream HMM decision fusion. However, two constraints were applied, namely

\[ 0 \leq \lambda_h, \lambda_l \leq 1 \quad \text{and} \quad \lambda_h + \lambda_l = 1 \]  

where \( \lambda_h \) is the hand position stream weight, and \( \lambda_l \) is the lip shape stream weight. The HMMs were trained using maximum likelihood estimation based on the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm. However, the weights cannot be obtained by maximum likelihood estimation. The weights were adjusted to 0.7 and 0.3 values, respectively. The selected weights were obtained experimentally by maximizing the accuracy on held-out data.

3. Experiments and results

3.1. Hand shape recognition

To evaluate the previously described hand shape recognition system, a set of 1009 frames was used and recognized automatically. Table 1 shows the confusion matrix of the recognized hand shapes by the automatic system. It can be seen that the automatic system recognized correctly 92.4% of the hand shapes on average. This score showed that using only the 2D coordinates of 5 landmarks placed at the finger extremities, the accuracy did not decrease drastically compared with the 98.8% of...
recognized hand shapes obtained by (Gibert et al., 2005) with the use of the 3D coordinates of 50 landmarks placed on the hand and the fingers derived from a motion capture system. The most common errors can be attributed to landmark detection processing. However, in some cases, one or more landmarks were not detected because of the rotation of the hand. In some other cases, landmarks remained visible even when the fingers were bended.

3.2. Vowel and consonant recognition

Fig. 5 shows the vowel recognition results when concatenative feature fusion was used. As shown, by integrating hand position component with lip shape component, a vowel accuracy of 85.1% was achieved, showing a 53% relative improvement compared to the sole use of lip shape parameters.

Fig. 6 shows the results achieved for vowel recognition, when multi-stream HMM decision fusion was applied. Using 32 Gaussians per state, an 87.6% vowel accuracy was obtained, showing a relative improvement of 61%. The results obtained are comparable with the results obtained for vowel recognition when using audio speech (e.g., (Merkx and Miles, 2005)).

The results showed that multi-stream HMM decision fusion results in better performance than a concatenative feature fusion. To decide whether the difference in performance between the two methods is statistically significant, the McNemar’s test was applied (Gillick and Cox, 1989). The observed p-value was 0.001 indicating that the difference is statistically significant.

Table 1: Confusion matrix of hand shape recognition evaluation (derived for (Aboutabit, 2007))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>S0</th>
<th>S1</th>
<th>S2</th>
<th>S3</th>
<th>S4</th>
<th>S5</th>
<th>S6</th>
<th>S7</th>
<th>S8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S0</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: Cued Speech consonant recognition using only lip and hand parameters based on concatenative feature fusion.

Using concatenative feature fusion, lip shape component was integrated with hand shape component and consonant recognition was conducted. For hand shape modeling, the xy coordinates of the fingers, and first- and second-order derivatives were used. In total, 30 parameters were used for hand shape modeling. For lip shape modeling, 24 parameters were used. Fig. 7 shows the obtained results in the function of Gaussians per state. It can be seen that when using 32 Gaussians per state, a consonant accuracy of 78.9% was achieved. Compared to the sole use of lip shape, a 56% relative improvement was obtained.

3.3. Phoneme recognition

In the previous sections, it was reported that different types of modeling were used for vowels and consonants. More specifically, for vowel modeling, fusion of lip shape and hand position components was used. For consonant modeling, fusion of lip shape and hand shape components was used. As a result, feature vectors in vowel and consonant recognition are of different
lengths. The feature vectors for vowels have a length of 36 and the feature vectors of consonants have a length of 54. This is a limitation in using a common HMM set for phoneme recognition. To deal with this problem, three approaches were proposed in order to realize phoneme recognition in Cued Speech for French.

In the first approach, feature vectors with the same length were used. At each frame, lip shape parameters, hand position parameters, and hand shape parameters were extracted during the image processing stage. For each phoneme, all parameters were used in concatenated feature vectors with a length of 66 (i.e. 8 lip shape parameters, 4 coordinates for hand position, 10 coordinates for hand shape, along with the first- and second-order derivatives, as well). The obtained phoneme accuracy was as low as 61.5% due to a high number of confusions between vowels and consonants. Although, phoneme recognition in Cued Speech is a difficult task, the obtained phoneme accuracy was lower than expected. To obtain a performance with higher phoneme accuracy, different approaches were also investigated.

Cued Speech phoneme recognition was further improved by applying GMM discrimination. A vowel-independent and a consonant-independent GMM models were trained using lip shape parameters only. For training the two GMMs the corresponding vowel and consonant data were used. For modeling, 64 Gaussians were used. The number of Gaussians was selected experimentally on several experiments in order to achieve the highest classification scores. Phoneme recognition was realized in a two-pass scheme. In the first pass, using the two GMMs, the nature of the input was decided. More specifically, the input and the two GMMs were matched. Based on the obtained likelihood, the input was considered to be vowel or consonant. When the likelihood of the vowel-GMM was higher than that of the consonant-GMM, the decision was made for a vowel. When the consonant-GMM provided a higher likelihood, the input was considered to be a consonant. In the case of vowel inputs, the discrimination accuracy was 86.9% and in the case of consonant inputs the discrimination accuracy was 81.5%. In the second pass, switching to the appropriate HMM set took place, and vowel or consonant recognition was realized using feature vectors corresponding to the vowel modeling or consonant modeling, respectively. The obtained phoneme accuracy was 70.9%. The obtained accuracies were lower than the accuracies obtained in the separate vowel and consonant recognition experiments, because of the discrimination errors of the first pass. The obtained result, however, showed a relative improvement of 24% compared to the use of concatenated feature vectors.

In the third approach for phoneme recognition, instead of two, eight GMM models (i.e. each one corresponding to a viseeme) were used. Three vowel-viseeme GMMs and five consonant-viseeme GMMs were used based on the viseeme grouping. Similar to the previous experiment, phoneme recognition was performed in two passes. In the first pass, matching between the input and the eight GMMs took place. Based on the maximum likelihood, the system switched to the corresponding vowel- or consonant-HMM set, and recognition was performed. Using eight GMMs, the discrimination accuracy was increased up to 89.3% for the vowels and up to 84.6% for the consonants. The achieved phoneme recognition was 74.4% (i.e., 80.3% vowel accuracy and 68.5% consonant accuracy). Compared to the use of two GMMs, a relative improvement of 12% was obtained. Compared with the use of the full set of concatenated parameters, a relative improvement of 33.5% was achieved.

3.4. Isolated word recognition

In this section, isolated word recognition experiments both in normal-hearing and deaf subjects are presented. In these experiments, the landmarks were of different colors in order to avoid the hand shape recognition and the finger identification stage. The image processing system locates the landmarks, and the coordinates of each landmark are assigned to each finger based on the colors. Doing this, the feature vectors of hand shape contain the coordinates of the landmarks in the correct order, and the errors that occur during the hand shape coding are not accumulated into the recognition stage.

Fig. 8 shows the results obtained in the function of several Gaussians per state in the case of the normal-hearing hearing subject. In the case of a single Gaussian per state, using lip shape alone obtained a 56% word accuracy; however, when hand shape information was also used, a 92.8% word accuracy was obtained. The highest word accuracy when using lip shape was 72%, obtained in the case of using 4 Gaussians per state. In that case, the Cued Speech word accuracy using also hand information was 94.9%.

Fig. 9 shows the obtained results in the case of a deaf cuer. The results show that in the case of the deaf subject, words were better recognized when using lip shape alone compared to the normal-hearing subject. The fact that deafs rely on lipreading for speech communication may increase their ability not only for speech perception but also for speech production. The word accuracy in the case of the deaf subject was 89% compared to the 94.9% in the normal-hearing subject. The difference in performance might be because of the lower hand shape recognition
in the deaf subject. It should also be noted that the normal-hearing cue was a professional teacher of Cued Speech. The results show that there are no additional difficulties in recognizing Cued Speech in deaf subjects, other than those appearing in normal-hearing subjects.

A multi-cuer isolated word recognition experiment was also conducted using the normal-hearing and the deaf cuers’ data. The aim of this experiment is to investigate whether it is possible to train speaker-independent HMMs for Cued Speech recognition. The training data consisted of 750 words from the normal-hearing subject, and 750 words from the deaf subject. For testing 700 words from normal-hearing subject and 700 words from the deaf subject were used, respectively. Each state was modeled with a mixture of 4 Gaussian distributions. For lip shape and hand shape integration, the concatenative feature fusion was used.

Table 2 shows the results obtained when lip shape and hand shape features were used. The results show, that due to the large variability between the two subjects, word accuracy of cross-recognition is extremely low. On the other hand, the word accuracy in normal-hearing subject when using multi-speaker HMMs was 92%, which is comparable with the 94.9% word accuracy when cue-dependent HMMs were used. In the case of the deaf subject, the word accuracy when using multi-cuer HMMs was 87.2%, which was also comparable with the 89% word accuracy when using speaker-dependent HMMs.

The results obtained indicate that creating speaker-independent HMMs for Cued Speech recognition using a large number of subjects should not face any particular difference, other than those appear in the conventional audio speech recognition. To prove this, however, additional experiments using a large number of subjects are required.

4. Discussion

This study deals with the automatic recognition of Cued Speech in French based on HMMs. As far as our knowledge goes, automatic vowel-, consonant- and phoneme recognition in Cued Speech based on HMMs is being introduced for the first time ever by the authors of this study. Based on a review of the literature written about Cued Speech, the authors of this study have not come across any other published work related to automatic vowel- or consonant recognition in Cued Speech for any other Cued language.

The study aims at investigating the possibility of integrating lip shape and hand information in order to realize automatic recognition, and converting Cued Speech into text with high accuracy. The authors were interested in the fusion and the recognition part of the components, and details of image processing techniques are not covered by this work.

In the conducted experiments, it was assumed that lip shape and hand shape components are synchronous. Based on previous studies, however, there might be asynchrony between the two components (Aboutabit et al., 2006). Late fusion (Potamianos et al., 2003), coupled HMMs (Nefian et al., 2002) and product HMMs (Nakamura et al., 2002) would be used as possible alternatives to the state-synchronous fusion methods used in this work.

Although the results are promising, problems still persist. For example, in order to extract accurate features, some constraints were applied in recording, and the computational cost was not considered. Also, a possible asynchrony between the components should be further investigated. The current pilot study on Cued Speech recognition attempts to extend the research in areas related to deaf communities, by offering to individuals with hearing disorders additional communication alternatives. For practical use, however, many questions should be addressed and solved, such as speaker-, environment-independence, real-time processing, etc. The authors are still analyzing the remaining problems in the framework of the TELMA project.

5. Conclusion

In this article, vowel-, consonant-, and phoneme recognition experiments in Cued Speech for French were presented. To recognize Cued Speech, lip shape and hand components were integrated into a single component using concatenative feature fusion and multi-stream HMM decision fusion. The accuracies achieved were promising and comparable to those obtained when using an audio speech. Specifically, accuracy obtained was 87.8% for vowel recognition, 78.9% for consonant recognition, and 74.4% for phoneme recognition. In addition, isolated word experiments in Cued Speech in both normal-hearing and deaf subjects were also conducted obtaining a 94.9% and 89% accuracy, respectively. A multi-cuer experiment using data
from both normal-hearing and deaf subject showed an 89.6% word accuracy, on average. This result indicates that training cue-independent HMMs for Cued Speech using a large number of subjects should not face particular difficulties. Currently, additional Cued Speech data collection is in progress, in order to realize cue-independent continuous Cued Speech recognition.
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